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Abstract Older adults report a higher frequency of autobio-
graphical memories for experiences that occurred between
ages 15 and 30, as compared with other life periods. This
reminiscence bump is evident for memories involving
positive, but not negative, emotions. The cultural life script
hypothesis proposes that people share knowledge for the
types and timing of positive landmark events and that this
script guides the memory search to the bump period. The
present research examined whether a reminiscence bump
would be evident when memory cues prompted recall of
surprising and unexpected events. Older adults recalled
positive and negative, surprising positive and surprising
negative, or highly expected and highly unexpected events.
Adults’ memory distributions were compared with distribu-
tions of predicted life events generated by undergraduates.
Reminiscence bumps were found not only for memories of
positive and expected events, but also for memories of
surprising and unexpected events. Implications for the life
script account are discussed.
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Researchers examining the distribution of autobiographical
memories over the life span have consistently found that
people over age 40 report a higher frequency of memories
for experiences that occurred during adolescence and young
adulthood than for any other life period (Berntsen & Rubin,
2004; Rubin & Berntsen, 2003; Rubin, Wetzler, & Nebes,
1986). This reminiscence bump has been found across
cultures (Conway, Wang, Hanyu, & Haque, 2005; Janssen,

Chessa, & Murre, 2005) and through the use of a variety of
methods, including responses to word cues (Jansari &
Parkin, 1996; Rubin & Schulkind, 1997), olfactory cues
(Chu & Downes, 2000), and musical cues (Schulkind &
Woldorf, 2005); it has been found for participants’ most
vivid (Fitzgerald, 1988; Robinson & Taylor, 1998; Webster
& Gould, 2007) and most important (Berntsen & Rubin,
2002) autobiographical memories, as well as for life
chapters (Thomsen & Berntsen, 2008) and stories that
belong in a book about one’s life (Fitzgerald, 1996).

The reminiscence bump is a robust finding within the
autobiographical memory literature, but it has not been found
for all classes of memories. When adults are asked to think
back over their lives and identify salient emotional or
important events, a bump is evident in the distribution of
positive, but not negative, memories (for an exception, see
Davison & Feeney, 2008, for memories of regret). Rubin and
Berntsen (2003; Berntsen & Rubin, 2002, 2004) have argued
that this divergent pattern of findings for positive and
negative memories is best explained by a cultural life script
hypothesis: “The retrieval of autobiographical memories is
governed by culturally shared representations of the proto-
typical life cycle that locate the majority of important
transitional events in young adulthood and favor positive
events” (p. 2). Examples of positive transitional milestones
include marriage and childbirth. In contrast, because negative
events are often unanticipated (e.g., a car accident) or, when
expected, are less temporally restricted (e.g., the death of a
parent), they do not become part of a culturally shared life
script and are not overrepresented in any particular life period.

Several recent studies have provided empirical support
for the existence of a cultural life script. For example,
Rubin and Berntsen (2003) asked Danish adults to provide
the age at which they had their most important experience,
when they had felt most in love, most proud, most afraid,
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most angry, and most jealous. The researchers then asked
undergraduate students to imagine an average 70-year-old
who is reflecting back over his or her life and to estimate
the person’s age when he or she likely experienced these
emotional events. The distributions of predicted and actual
positive memories were highly similar and demonstrated
reminiscence bumps. In contrast, predicted and actual
negative memory distributions did not show increases in
frequency during adolescence and young adulthood. These
results have been largely replicated across cultures (Erdo-
ğan, Baran, Avlar, Çağlar Taş, & Tekcan, 2008; Habermas,
2007; Rubin, Berntsen, & Hutson, 2009) and among people
of varying ages (Bohn, 2009; Bohn & Berntsen, 2008;
Janssen & Rubin, 2011).

Other theories developed to account for the bump (for a
review, see Berntsen & Rubin, 2002) include a cognitive
perspective (Rubin, Rahhal, & Poon, 1998; Schrauf &
Rubin, 1998, 2001), a biological or maturational perspective
(Janssen, Murre, & Meeter, 2008), and a narrative (Elnick,
Margrett, Fitzgerald, & Labouvie-Vief, 1999; Fitzgerald,
1988, 1996, 1999), life story (Bluck & Habermas, 2000,
2001; Glück & Bluck, 2007), or identity (Conway, 2005;
Conway & Haque, 1999; Conway & Holmes, 2004;
Holmes & Conway, 1999) perspective. Because these
alternative accounts do not predict differences in the
distributions of positive and negative memories, they
cannot readily explain the overrepresentation of positive
memories in the bump period (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002)
and are not a primary focus of this research.

A final explanation for the divergent distributions of
positive and negative memories across the life span is that
they reflect the actual distributions of subjectively experi-
enced positive and negative events. Evidence supporting a
subjective reality perspective has come primarily from
generational differences in autobiographical memory. For
example, Berntsen and Rubin (2002) and Rubin and
Berntsen (2003) asked a representative sample of Danes
to report their age when they had experienced a number of
emotional events, including memories of fear and trauma.
For participants 70 to 94 years of age, these negative
memories were overrepresented in late adolescence and
early adulthood, a time period corresponding to the German
occupation of Denmark. The distributions of fear and
trauma memories from preinvasion through postinvasion
conform to what one would actually experience as an
antagonistic foreign military takes up offensive positions
and readies for invasion (fear), invades (trauma in addition
to fear), occupies (modest decrease or leveling off of
trauma and fear), and finally ends occupation (sharp
decreases in both trauma and fear). Rubin and Berntsen
argued that these findings reflect a cohort effect in which
adults who experienced events related to World War II
developed a specific “war generation” life script (p. 7).

Alternatively, memories could reflect the actual distribution
of subjectively experienced emotional memories, kept alive
by their unique and dramatic content, rather than by their
resonance with a cohort-specific, higher order life script. As
sung by Roger Waters of Pink Floyd, it may simply be that
“the memories of a man in his old age are the deeds of a
man in his prime” (1972).

In summary, the life script account provides the most
convincing explanation for the robust difference between
the temporal distributions of positive and negative memo-
ries. Yet it remains unclear whether the theoretical construct
of a life script is required—whether life scripts do in fact
“structure recall from autobiographical memory” (Berntsen
& Rubin, 2004, p. 427). The overrepresentation of positive
memories in the bump period could be consistent with a life
script, and yet the script may not always play a critical role
in organizing autobiographical memory and directing the
memory search.

The present research

To determine whether the reminiscence bump depends on
the activation and directive influence of a life script, we
manipulated one of the life script’s defining properties,
expectedness (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004). We examined
temporal distributions of memories provided in response to
prompts for surprising or unexpected events, as well as
standard or expected events. In addition, an examination of
memory content is necessary to determine whether mem-
ories of scripted events are overrepresented in the bump
period, as compared with the nonbump period. While
Berntsen and Rubin (2002, 2004; Rubin & Berntsen,
2003) did not have respondents give detailed memory
descriptions, several recent studies have confirmed that
scripted positive events frequently populate the bump
period (Bohn, 2009; Collins, Pillemer, Ivcevic, & Gooze,
2007; Thomsen & Berntsen, 2008). In the present studies,
content analyses of surprising and unexpected predicted
events and memories were used to clarify the role played by
a cultural life script in producing the reminiscence bump.

In four studies, we examined the content and age
distributions of college student predicted events and older
adult memories. In Study 1, college students were asked to
imagine a hypothetical 70-year-old and to describe either an
especially positive and an especially negative event or a
surprising positive and a surprising negative event that the
person would have experienced from any point across the
life span. College student predictions provided an assess-
ment of shared cultural knowledge concerning the probable
timing and content of standard and surprising life events. In
Study 2, older adults provided detailed accounts of their
own memories in response to these prompts. In Studies 3
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and 4, the emotional cue (i.e., positive or negative) was
eliminated, and the role played by expectedness was
examined directly. In Study 3, college students predicted
highly expected and highly unexpected events from across
the life span, and in Study 4, older adults recalled memories
of highly expected and highly unexpected events. Only
after providing memory descriptions were participants in
Studies 3 and 4 asked to rate both the positive and negative
valence of each memory.

Hypotheses: Studies 1 and 2

We expected that the age distributions of especially positive
and negative predicted events (Study 1) and older adult
memories (Study 2) would replicate the results of prior
studies. Positive, but not negative, predicted events and
actual memories should show reminiscence bumps between
ages 16 and 30. In addition, content analyses should reveal
that positive events and memories in the bump period
frequently reference life scripts. Several outcomes are
possible regarding surprising positive and negative events
and memories. For simplicity, these outcomes are described
for adult memories (Study 2) but also apply to college
student predicted events (Study 1).

Berntsen and Rubin (2004) proposed that some memory
tasks—such as a request for positive and important
memories—are especially likely to activate the life script,
which then guides memory retrieval. Because the cultural
life script is composed only of “important, expected
transitional events” (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004, p. 429),
asking for memories of surprising events may lessen the
likelihood that a life script will be activated. If the
reminiscence bump is dependent on the activation of a life
script, both surprising positive and negative memory
distributions will be relatively flat, and memory content
should rarely reference cultural landmarks.

Alternatively, the surprising negative memory prompt
could first activate the life script and then trigger a search
for expected positive outcomes that were not realized. If
surprising negative memories represent failures to achieve
expected cultural landmarks (e.g., having a college appli-
cation or marriage proposal rejected), the distribution of
these memories may show an increased frequency in late
adolescence and early adulthood. The surprise cue would
reverse the usual effects of emotional valence such that the
bump is apparent for negative, but not positive, memories.
This reverse pattern of results would nevertheless be
consistent with the hypothesized guiding influence of life
scripts.

Berntsen and Rubin (2004) proposed that life scripts
“provide search descriptions for times when one is most
likely to have experienced the emotion concerned” (p. 430).

Accordingly, a request for a surprising positive memory
may activate the life script, which then guides the memory
search to the age period most likely to be populated by
positive landmark events, from which an individual then
searches for a memory that has an aspect of surprise. In this
case, the distribution of surprising positive (but not negative)
memories will show a reminiscence bump. Content analyses
of bump period memories should reveal a high frequency of
landmark events, but with a surprising element.

Study 1

Similar to the methods used in previous research (e.g.,
Berntsen & Rubin, 2004), we examined cultural scripts for
emotionally salient events by asking college students to
imagine a hypothetical older adult thinking about his or her
life and to describe and date events that the person would
have experienced.

Method

Questionnaire College students were asked to imagine an
average or typical 70-year-old (not someone they knew) of
their same gender who is looking back over his or her life,
thinking about a range of different events. Participants were
then asked to describe specific events that either were
especially positive and especially negative or were surpris-
ing in an especially positive way and surprising in an
especially negative way that the hypothetical 70-year-old
would have experienced (counterbalanced within expected-
ness condition). Participants were asked to estimate how
old the 70-year-old was when he or she experienced the
event, as well as their confidence that the age estimate they
provided fell within a decade of the actual experience and
the extent to which they experienced difficulty thinking of
the event (the latter questions were included for exploratory
reasons and are not reported here). Across studies, for
participants who reported an age range, an average age was
calculated. Participants completed questionnaires in a group
setting. The four questionnaire versions were passed out to
participants in alternating order.

Participants Of the 202 participants who completed the
questionnaire, 4 were dropped for failure to follow instruc-
tions (n = 198). The majority of participants (92.4%) self-
identified as European, Caucasian, or White, females made
up 82.8% (n = 164) of the sample, and the mean age of
participants was 18.67 years (SD = 1.76; range = 17–33).
Although female participants are overrepresented in the
sample, previous studies have failed to show major effects of
gender on life scripts (e.g., Erdoğan et al., 2008).
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Content coding The first and third authors read all event
descriptions, created content categories reflecting major
themes for predicted positive and negative events (col-
lapsed across expectedness), and coded all event descrip-
tions. The content analysis was open-ended and was not
restricted to categories identified in previous studies.
Categories reaching 3.0% were retained—all other events
were folded into an “other” category (similar to the
procedure used by Bohn, 2009)—and differences were
resolved through discussion. A research assistant, blind to
hypotheses, coded a random sample of 30.0% of the event
descriptions, resulting in 96.67% agreement (κ = .96) for
predicted positive events and 93.33% agreement (κ = .92)
for predicted negative events.

Results

To examine temporal distributions, predicted events were
divided into 15-year age bins (0–15, 16–30, 31–45, and 46–
60; figures display an additional 61 years and older age
bin). The 16- to 30-year age bin represents the predicted
location of the reminiscence bump (e.g., Berntsen & Rubin,
2004). To enable comparisons with Studies 2, 3, and 4,
statistical tests for all studies include the four age bins dated
prior to age 61 (all Study 2 participants were at least 60
years old, and analysis of Study 4 data focused on
participants 60 years and older).

Distributions of predicted events are presented in Fig. 1
(for all figures, error bars represent standard errors). As was
predicted, especially positive events produced a pronounced
bump between ages 16 and 30, with 80.20% of the events
falling within this age interval, χ2(3) = 168.08, p < .001.
Surprising positive events also produced a reminiscence
bump, with 58.42% of the predicted events falling between
ages 16 and 30, χ2(3) = 80.21, p < .001. A more modest

bump is evident for surprising negative events, with 32.67%
of predicted events falling between ages 16 and 30, χ2(3) =
17.68, p = .001, whereas the distribution of especially
negative events is relatively flat, χ2(3) = 4.56, p = .207.

Table 1 (especially positive and surprising positive
events) and Table 2 (especially negative and surprising
negative events) present content categories by bump period.
The majority of especially positive events in the bump
period focused primarily on two major transitions or
landmarks occurring in early adulthood (marriage and
having a child), whereas surprising positive bump period
events prominently included surprising subevents of these
major landmarks (proposal or engagement, learning of
pregnancy, and meeting significant other). A comparison of
surprising negative bump period and nonbump period
events reveals that two content categories—war and the
Pearl Harbor attack—are clearly overrepresented in the
bump period.

Discussion

Similar to the findings reported in previous studies
(Berntsen & Rubin, 2004; Bohn, 2009), predicted positive
events showed a sharp bump between ages 16 and 30.
Predicted surprising positive events also showed a pro-
nounced bump. In contrast, the distribution of especially
negative events was flat, and surprising negative events
showed only a modest increase between ages 16 and 30.

In general, predicted positive events were highly
reflective of a cultural life script, in agreement with
previous research. Especially positive events often corre-
sponded to major life transitions (marriage and having a
child), whereas surprising positive events often targeted
these major transitions, but with an unexpected component
(proposal or engagement and learning of pregnancy). These
findings are consistent with the idea that a surprising
positive prompt activates the life script, which then guides
the memory search to the transitional age period heavily
populated by positive scripted events, from which an
individual then searches for an event containing an element
of surprise.

Study 2

Older adults were asked to provide detailed accounts of
their own especially positive and especially negative, or
surprising positive and surprising negative, memories.
According to the life script hypothesis, we should find an
increase in the frequency of especially positive memories
between ages 16 and 30, and positive bump period
memories should often describe scripted events, including

Fig. 1 Age distributions of positive, negative, surprising positive, and
surprising negative events predicted by college students (Study 1)
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events related to marriage and childbirth, as predicted by
college students in Study 1. On the basis of students’
predictions in Study 1, we also expected the distribution of
surprising positive memories to peak in the bump period. In
contrast, especially negative memories should not demon-
strate a bump. In accordance with Study 1, the distribution
of surprising negative memories should show, at most, a
modest increase during the bump period.

Method

Questionnaire Study 2 memory prompts were identical to
those used in Study 1, except that they referred to adults’
own memories. Follow-up questions included participants’
age at the time of the memory experience and the extent to
which they were surprised by the original memory event
(rated on a 1 to 5 scale; 1 = not at all surprised, 5 =
extremely surprised). Other questions assessed discussion

frequency, retrieval difficulty, and the emotional impact of
the original event (these questions were included for
exploratory reasons and are not reported here). For each
memory, the adults in Studies 2 and 4 were asked to
complete the short version of the Centrality of Events Scale
(CES) developed by Berntsen and Rubin (2006). The CES
was also included for exploratory reasons and is not
discussed further.

Participants Older adults were recruited from a participant
pool administered by the Cornell Institute for Translational
Research on Aging (CITRA). This pool is composed of
adults aged 60 years and older who live in Tompkins
County, New York and have indicated a willingness to
participate in research. At the time this research was
conducted, the pool consisted of 842 adults, all of whom
were contacted by mail for participation in this study. A
recruitment letter described the present research and
indicated its association with CITRA. Adults who agreed

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Standard Surprising Standard Surprising

n 20 33 81 64

Other 15.00% 15.15% 3.70% 7.81%

Other death 20.00% 15.15% 9.88% 9.38%

Parent death 15.00% 18.18% 37.04% 14.06%

War 15.00% 12.12% 6.17% 1.56%

Victimization or discrimination 10.00% 6.06% 3.70% 4.69%

Pearl Harbor attack 5.00% 12.12% 0.00% 3.13%

Accident or disease 5.00% 9.09% 6.17% 14.06%

Career or finance difficulty 5.00% 6.06% 4.94% 7.81%

Relationship difficulty 5.00% 6.06% 3.70% 10.94%

Great Depression 5.00% 0.00% 2.47% 4.69%

Spouse death 0.00% 0.00% 22.22% 21.88%

Table 2 Study 1 negative con-
tent categories by bump period
and expectedness

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Standard Surprising Standard Surprising

n 81 59 20 38

Other 3.70% 13.56% 30.00% 39.47%

Marriage 48.15% 15.25% 0.00% 0.00%

Having child 30.86% 11.86% 20.00% 0.00%

College transition 4.94% 6.78% 0.00% 0.00%

Career or finance advance 4.94% 5.08% 20.00% 21.05%

Meeting significant other 3.70% 10.17% 0.00% 2.63%

War resolution or reunion 2.47% 3.39% 5.00% 2.63%

Proposal or engagement 1.23% 16.95% 0.00% 0.00%

Learning of pregnancy 0.00% 16.95% 0.00% 7.89%

Grandchild 0.00% 0.00% 25.00% 26.32%

Table 1 Study 1 positive con-
tent categories by bump period
and expectedness
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to participate were asked to complete the questionnaire and
return it in a prepaid envelope. Compensation was provided
in the form of a participant raffle for a $150 gift certificate;
raffle entry forms were returned separate from question-
naires. Reminder and debriefing letters were mailed to all
participant pool members.

Of the 842 questionnaires mailed, 26 adults declined
participation, and 12 questionnaires were returned due to
incorrect address, were unopened, or were opened but not
completed. Excluding these 38 adults, 281 questionnaires
were returned at least partially completed (response rate =
35.95%); 22 participants were dropped for failure to follow
instructions (e.g., reporting only one memory), resulting in
a final sample of 259 participants. Almost all (97.7%)
participants self-identified as European, Caucasian, or
White, females made up 59.5% (n = 154) of the sample,
and the mean age of participants was 70.65 years (SD =
7.77; range = 60–93).

Content coding Using the coding scheme generated from
Study 1 college student predictions, the first and third
authors coded all memories independently within valence,
and differences were resolved through discussion. A
research assistant, blind to the hypotheses, coded a random
sample of 30.0% of the memories, resulting in 91.03%
agreement (κ = .85) for positive memories and 78.21%
agreement (κ = .73) for negative memories. Because the
coding scheme generated from college student predictions
captured only a fraction of adult positive memories
(52.51% coded “other”; 22.01% of negative memories
coded “other”), the two researchers next coded memories
using additional categories generated from actual adult
memory content, as well as categories reported by Berntsen
and Rubin (2004), and differences were again resolved
through discussion. The research assistant then coded a
random sample of 30.0% of memories initially coded
“other,” resulting in 73.17% agreement (κ = .68) for
positive memories and 64.71% agreement (κ = .57) for
negative memories. The higher intercoder agreement for
students’ predicted life events in Study 1 than for adults’
memories in Study 2 may be attributable, in part, to
differences in narrative complexity. Students’ descriptions
of predicted events tended to be short and clearly focused
on a particular theme (such as marriage), whereas adults’
descriptions of actual life events tended to be more
extensive and multifaceted.

Results

To determine whether the surprise cue was effective, ratings
of memories prompted by the standard and surprise cues

were compared for positive and negative memories separately.
Surprising positive memories (M = 3.99, SD = 1.00) were
perceived as more surprising than especially positive mem-
ories (M = 3.04, SD = 1.37), tadjusted(208.88) = 6.20, p < .001,
η² = .16, and surprising negative memories (M = 4.31, SD =
0.89) were perceived as more surprising than especially
negative memories (M = 3.77, SD = 1.32), tadjusted(198.98) =
3.77, p < .001, η² = .07.

Distributions of adult memories are presented in Fig. 2.
As was expected, especially positive memories showed a
pronounced bump, with 34.71% of events occurring
between ages 16 and 30, χ2(3) = 11.99, p = .007.
Surprising positive memories demonstrated an almost
identical bump, with 34.78% of events occurring between
ages 16 and 30, χ2(3) = 16.56, p = .001.1 In contrast,
relatively flat distributions were evident for both especially
negative, χ2(3) = 2.73, p = .436, and surprising negative,
χ2(3) = 1.30, p = .729, memories.

Table 3 presents especially positive and surprising
positive content categories by bump period. A comparison
of especially positive bump period and nonbump period
memories reveals that pregnancy or having a child and
proposal or marriage are overrepresented in the bump
period. For surprising positive memories, pregnancy or
having a child and, to a lesser extent, college transition,
meeting a significant other, and proposal or marriage are
overrepresented in the bump period, as compared with the
nonbump period.

Discussion

Similar to findings reported in previous studies, older
adult positive memories showed a pronounced reminis-
cence bump between ages 16 and 30. A novel finding is
that positive memories of surprising events produced a
nearly identical bump. In support of the life script
hypothesis, age distributions for both standard and
surprise cues were generally consistent with predictions
made by college students in Study 1, although student
predictions exaggerated the size of the actual adult
memory bumps.

Especially positive and surprising positive bump period
memories frequently described well-known transitional
events. These findings are consistent with one interpretation
of the life script hypothesis, in which the request for a
surprising positive memory directs the memory search to

1 Although we had no a priori hypotheses concerning gender differ-
ences, exploratory analyses of adults’ memories (Studies 2 and 4)
were conducted. Distributions were similar for all memory probes,
with two exceptions: The bumps for surprising positive memories in
Study 2 and for unexpected positive memories in Study 4 were more
prominent for males than for females.
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the life period most likely to contain positive events
(Berntsen & Rubin, 2004), from which an individual then
searches for a memory that has an aspect of surprise.

Overview of studies 3 and 4

The conclusions based on Study 2 findings are limited by
two methodological issues. First, the memory prompt
“surprise” is not entirely neutral with regard to emotional
valence. In Bradley and Lang’s (1999) affective norms for
English words, the term “surprised” was rated as moder-
ately arousing and moderately positive. Talarico, LaBar,
and Rubin (2004; Rubin & Talarico, 2009) also found that
memories generated in response to a “surprise” prompt
were rated as moderately positive. If “surprise” is itself a
positive term, then it may have worked in concert with the
positive memory cue. In Studies 3 and 4, this issue was
addressed by replacing “surprise” with memory prompts

that more directly reflected an event’s normative or scripted
quality. College students were asked to predict, and older
adults to recall, highly expected and highly unexpected
events from across the life span.

A second issue concerns the distinctive roles played by
expectedness and emotional valence in the memory search.
In Studies 1 and 2, prompts manipulating expectedness
(standard or surprising) and emotional valence (positive or
negative) were presented in combination, such that we were
unable to assess their independent contributions. In Studies
3 and 4, we first requested a highly expected or highly
unexpected memory and, after the memory had been
described, participants rated its emotional valence. This
allowed us to determine whether a reminiscence bump is
apparent when memory probes target unexpected, as well as
expected or scripted, events.

Hypotheses: Studies 3 and 4

Expected events In previous research (Berntsen & Rubin,
2004; Bohn, 2009), the majority of landmark events
predicted to occur over the course of one’s life were
considered positive. In addition, negative events are
almost always unanticipated or, when anticipated (e.g., a
parent’s death), rarely occur within a narrow time span.
Accordingly, most college student predictions and adult
memories for highly expected events should be rated
positive. Second, if a life script absent a corresponding
positive cue is sufficient to drive the memory search to the
period overrepresented by scripted events, we should find
that student predictions and adult memories for highly
expected events will be overrepresented between ages 16
and 30. Third, bump period expected events and memories
rated positive should reflect cultural scripts to a large
extent. Finally, a bump should not be evident for the

Fig. 2 Age distributions of positive, negative, surprising positive, and
surprising negative memories for older adults (Study 2)

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Standard Surprising Standard Surprising

n 42 48 79 90

Other 7.14% 10.42% 18.99% 17.78%

Pregnancy or having child 21.43% 20.83% 3.80% 5.56%

Proposal or marriage 19.05% 6.25% 1.27% 0.00%

Career or finance advance 16.67% 16.67% 17.72% 18.89%

Meeting significant other 11.90% 12.50% 7.59% 5.56%

Nonromantic relationship 9.52% 2.08% 13.92% 13.33%

Life lesson/character development 7.14% 10.42% 10.13% 14.44%

Personal accomplishment 2.38% 8.33% 13.92% 10.00%

Long trip or vacation 2.38% 2.08% 6.33% 2.22%

Celebration 2.38% 0.00% 3.80% 8.89%

College transition 0.00% 10.42% 2.53% 3.33%

Table 3 Study 2 positive con-
tent categories by bump period
and expectedness

Because the Study 1 predicted
categories “proposal or engage-
ment” and “learning of preg-
nancy” did not reach the 3.0%
criteria, they were combined
with the categories “marriage”
and “having a child,” respec-
tively. All other predicted cate-
gories not reaching 3.0% were
collapsed into the category
“other”
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small number of expected events and memories rated
negative.

Unexpected events Rubin et al. (2009) stated that “highly
negative events typically consist of either deviations from
the timing and sequencing of the life script or of non-
scripted events” (p. 57). Accordingly, a substantial propor-
tion of highly unexpected predicted events and memories
should be rated negative, and temporal distributions of
these negative memories should not show a bump. For
unexpected predicted events and memories that are rated
positive, two outcomes are possible. If temporal distribu-
tions do not show increases during the bump period, this
would suggest that a search for positive or expected events,
rather than positive emotions per se, is necessary to produce
the bump. If temporal distributions of unexpected positive
predicted events and memories do show a bump, this would
pose a challenge to the idea that the bump is dependent on a
search targeting scripted or normative life events. Discov-
ering reminiscence bumps for memories of unexpected
events would, at the very least, require a modification or
novel application of the life script hypothesis.

Study 3

We asked college students to imagine a hypothetical 80-
year-old and to describe one highly expected and one
highly unexpected event that this person would recall from
across their life span. After participants described each
event, they were asked to rate both the positive and
negative valence of the event and to provide the age at
which the hypothetical 80-year-old experienced the event.

Method

Questionnaire The questionnaire and procedure of Study 3
were identical to those in Study 1, with the following
exceptions: Participants were asked to describe, in detail,
both a highly expected and a highly unexpected event
(counterbalanced), to rate both the positive (scale ranging
from 1 to 5; 1 = not at all positive, 5 = extremely positive)
and negative (scale ranging from 1 to 5; 1 = not at all
negative, 5 = extremely negative) valence of each event, and
to rate how surprised the hypothetical 80-year-old would
have been by the event (scale ranging from 1 to 5; 1 = not at
all surprised, 5 = extremely surprised).

Participants Of the 199 college students who completed
the questionnaire, 3 participants were dropped for failure to
follow instructions (n = 196). The majority (87.2%) of

participants self-identified as European, Caucasian, or
White, females made up 73.5% (n = 144) of the sample,
and the mean age of participants was 18.59 years (SD =
0.99; range = 17–26).

Content coding The first author and a research assistant
read all event descriptions, generated content categories for
highly expected and highly unexpected predicted events,
and coded all event descriptions. Categories capturing 3.0%
of events within expectedness were retained—all other
events were folded into an “other” category—and differ-
ences were resolved through discussion. A second research
assistant, blind to the hypotheses, coded a random sample
of 30.0% of predicted events, resulting in 100.00%
agreement (κ = 1.00) for highly expected events and
93.22% agreement (κ = .92) for highly unexpected events.

Results

Highly unexpected events were rated as more surprising
(M = 4.27, SD = 0.99) than highly expected events (M = 2.16,
SD = 1.17), t(195) = 19.49, p < .001, η² = .66.

Using a procedure described by Talarico et al. (2004;
Rubin & Talarico, 2009), a valence score was calculated
for each predicted event on the basis of corresponding
positive and negative ratings, using the formula [positive
rating + (6 - negative rating)]/2 = valence, such that a score
of three was coded neutral, above three positive, and below
three negative. As was predicted, a majority of highly
expected events were coded positive (81.63%; negative =
14.29%, neutral = 4.08%) and a majority of highly
unexpected events were coded negative (77.04%; positive
= 20.41%, neutral = 2.55%).

Distributions of highly expected and unexpected pre-
dicted events are presented in Fig. 3. A large majority
(81.12%) of highly expected events were predicted to occur
in the bump period, χ2(3) = 349.87, p < .001, and nearly
half (44.39%) of highly unexpected events were predicted
to occur in the bump period, χ2(3) = 72.63, p < .001.
Distributions of expected positive, expected negative,
unexpected positive, and unexpected negative predicted
events are presented in Fig. 4. For events rated positive, a
sharp reminiscence bump is evident for both expected
events (90.63% fall within the bump period), χ2(3) =
384.41, p < .001, and unexpected events (80.00% fall
within the bump period), χ2(3) = 69.00, p < .001. For
events rated negative, a smaller bump is evident for
unexpected events (35.76% fall within the bump period),
χ2(3) = 30.06, p < .001, and the distribution of expected
events does not differ significantly from an equal distribu-
tion, χ2(3) = 4.29, p = .232.
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Table 4 (expected) and Table 5 (unexpected) present
predicted content categories by bump period and valence.
The vast majority of both positive expected and unexpected
bump period events refer to one of two age-linked content
categories: proposal or marriage and pregnancy or having a
child. For negative unexpected bump period events, only
pregnancy or having a child is strongly overrepresented
relative to the nonbump period.

Discussion

Consistent with the life script hypothesis, but not previously
reported in earlier studies, highly expected predicted events
were predominately positive and highly unexpected predicted
events were predominantly negative. Second, a large majority
of positive expected events were predicted to occur in the
bump period. Third, positive expected bump period events
frequently reflected age-linked cultural landmarks.

The overall distribution of predicted unexpected events
also showed a prominent reminiscence bump, albeit a
smaller one than for predicted expected events. Notably,
unexpected events rated positive showed a bump compara-
ble to the bump for positive expected events, indicating that
neither an explicit positive emotion cue nor a request for an
expected event is necessary to direct students’ predictions
to late adolescence and early adulthood. In addition, the
distribution of negative unexpected events showed a
smaller but statistically significant bump. Study 4 tested
whether these new findings based on students’ predictions
are apparent in actual memories reported by older adults.

Study 4

Adults were asked to provide detailed accounts of their own
highly expected and highly unexpected memories from
across the life span and to rate each memory on positive
and negative valence only after providing their memory
description.

Method

Questionnaire The design and method of Study 4 were
identical to the design and method of Study 2, with the
following exceptions: Older adults were asked to describe,
in detail, both a specific personal memory of an event that
was highly expected and a specific personal memory of an
event that was highly unexpected (counterbalanced), to
rate both the positive and negative valence of each
memory, and to rate how surprised they were by the event
(5-point scale).

Participants Older adults who had taken part in New
Hampshire statewide political opinion polling from 2006
to 2008 (contact established using a random-digit dialing
procedure) and who had agreed to be recontacted for
research purposes were contacted by the University of New
Hampshire (UNH) Survey Center to take part in the present
study. In total, 1,430 adults age 50 and older were contacted
about participation, and of those who agreed to receive our
research materials, 888 possessed complete mailing
addresses and were mailed a recruitment letter and
questionnaire. Adults who agreed to participate were asked
to complete the questionnaire and return it to UNH via an
enclosed prepaid envelope. Compensation was provided in
the form of two participant raffles, each for a $100 gift
certificate; raffle forms were returned separate from ques-
tionnaires. Reminder letters and debriefing letters were
mailed to all the adults who had initially agreed to receive
our research materials.

Fig. 4 Age distributions of expected positive, expected negative,
unexpected positive, and unexpected negative events predicted by
college students (Study 3)

Fig. 3 Age distributions of expected and unexpected events predicted
by college students (Study 3)
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Of the 888 questionnaires mailed, 11 adults contacted us
to decline participation, and 1 questionnaire was returned
due to an incorrect address. Excluding these 12 adults, 398
questionnaires were returned at least partially completed
(response rate = 45.43%); 17 participants were dropped for
failure to follow instructions, resulting in a sample of 381
participants. A majority of respondents were age 60 or
older (n = 227). We limited our analyses to these older
participants for several reasons. First, sampling adults age
60 and older is consistent with Study 2 sample character-
istics and permits cross-study comparisons. Second, tem-
poral distributions of memories for adults over age 60 can
be displayed in four 15-year age bins, including the
theoretically relevant 16- to 30-year bump interval; inclu-
sion of adults below age 60 requires a different analytic
strategy. Third, memory distributions for participants age
50–59, using five 10-year age bins, are consistent with the
overall pattern of results for adults age 60 and older,
although the smaller number of participants and the larger
number of age bins produces more variability. For these

reasons, all reported analyses are based on a final sample of
227 adults over age 60.

Almost all (97.8%) participants self-identified as Euro-
pean, Caucasian, or White, females made up 44.9% (n =
102) of the sample, and the mean age of participants was
68.65 years (SD = 6.81; range = 60–89).

Content coding Using the coding scheme generated from
Study 3 college student predictions, the first author and a
research assistant coded all memories independently, and
differences were resolved through discussion. A research
assistant, blind to the hypotheses, then coded a random
sample of 30.0% of the memories using the scheme
generated from college student predictions, resulting in
92.96% agreement (κ = .90) for highly expected memories
and 87.32% agreement (κ = .84) for highly unexpected
memories. The coding scheme generated from college
student predictions captured approximately half of the
highly expected memories (46.70% coded “other”;
33.92% of the highly unexpected memories coded “other”).

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Positive Negative Positive Negative

n 32 54 8 97

Other 21.88% 14.81% 50.00% 9.28%

Pregnancy or having child 34.38% 18.52% 0.00% 0.00%

Proposal or marriage 34.38% 0.00% 12.50% 3.09%

Career or finance related 9.38% 0.00% 37.50% 7.22%

Accident or disease 0.00% 20.37% 0.00% 28.87%

Other death 0.00% 14.81% 0.00% 10.31%

Parent death 0.00% 12.96% 0.00% 6.19%

Child death 0.00% 7.41% 0.00% 14.43%

World War II related 0.00% 7.41% 0.00% 4.12%

JFK assassination 0.00% 3.70% 0.00% 3.09%

Spouse death 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 13.40%

Table 5 Study 3 unexpected
content categories by bump
period and valence rating

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Positive Negative Positive Negative

n 145 11 15 17

Other 7.59% 27.27% 40.00% 58.82%

Proposal or marriage 65.52% 18.18% 6.67% 0.00%

Pregnancy or having child 16.55% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00%

High school or college transition 8.97% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00%

World War II related 1.38% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00%

Death 0.00% 9.09% 0.00% 41.18%

Grandchild 0.00% 0.00% 53.33% 0.00%

Table 4 Study 3 expected
content categories by bump
period and valence rating
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The two researchers next coded memories using additional
categories generated from actual adult memory content, as
well as categories reported by Berntsen and Rubin (2004),
and differences were again resolved through discussion.
The research assistant then coded a random sample of
approximately 30.0% of the highly expected and highly
unexpected memories originally coded “other,” resulting in
78.79% agreement (κ = .75) for highly expected memories
and 80.95% agreement (κ = .73) for highly unexpected
memories.

Results

Highly unexpected memories (M = 4.49, SD = 0.79) were
rated as more surprising than highly expected memories
(M = 2.37, SD = 1.45), t(226) = 20.36, p < .001, η² = .65.

Analysis of valence ratings (see Study 3 for the
procedure used to calculate ratings) revealed that the
majority of highly expected memories were coded positive
(79.30%; negative = 16.74%, neutral = 3.96%) and the
majority of highly unexpected memories were coded
negative (64.32%; positive = 30.84%, neutral = 4.85%).

Distributions of highly expected and highly unexpected
memories are presented in Fig. 5. A strong reminiscence
bump is evident both for expected memories (49.78% fall
within the bump period), χ2(3) = 107.40, p < .001, and for
unexpected memories (38.77% fall within the bump
period), χ2(3) = 33.50, p < .001. Distributions of expected
positive, expected negative, unexpected positive, and
unexpected negative memories are presented in Fig. 6.
For memories rated positive, the distribution of expected
memories shows a strong reminiscence bump (53.89% of
memories fall within the bump period), χ2(3) = 109.65, p <
.001, and the distribution of unexpected memories shows a
strikingly similar reminiscence bump (50.00% of memories

fall within the bump period), χ2(3) = 26.67, p < .001. For
memories rated negative, the distribution of unexpected
memories shows a small but clearly discernible bump
(33.56% of memories fall within the bump period), χ2(3) =
11.32, p = .010, whereas the distribution of expected
memories is relatively flat, χ2(3) = 2.50, p = .475.

Table 6 presents content categories for highly expected
memories by bump period and valence. For positive
expected bump period memories, the categories of proposal
or marriage, pregnancy or having a child, and high school
or college transition are overrepresented, as compared with
nonbump period memories.

Table 7 presents content categories for highly unexpect-
ed memories by bump period and valence. For positive
unexpected bump period memories, “other,” proposal or
marriage, and pregnancy or having a child are overrepre-
sented, as compared with nonbump period memories. For
negative unexpected bump period memories, only the
“other” category is strongly overrepresented as compared
with nonbump period memories.

Discussion

Consistent with the life script hypothesis and with Study 3
student predictions, memories of highly expected events
were predominately positive, and memories of highly
unexpected events were predominantly negative. Also
consistent with life script predictions, memories of expected
events were overrepresented in the bump period, expected
bump period memories frequently referenced age-linked
scripted events, and the bump for highly expected events
was found for positive, but not for negative, memories.

In agreement with Study 3 student predictions, the
overall distribution of memories for highly unexpected
events showed a clear reminiscence bump. As in Study 3,

Fig. 6 Age distributions of expected positive, expected negative,
unexpected positive, and unexpected negative memories for older
adults (Study 4)

Fig. 5 Age distributions of expected and unexpected memories for
older adults (Study 4)
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the bump was prominent for unexpected positive memories
and, to a lesser extent, for unexpected negative memories.
The bump for positive unexpected memories contained an
overrepresentation of events categorized as “other,” as well
as events usually characterized as normative: pregnancy or
having a child and proposal or marriage. The bump for
negative unexpected events contained an overrepresentation
only of events falling into the “other” category. The
presence of reminiscence bumps for unexpected positive
and negative memories requires, at the very least, a
theoretical expansion or modification of the life script
hypothesis.

General discussion

According to Rubin and Berntsen (2003; Berntsen &
Rubin, 2002, 2004), individuals within a given culture
possess knowledge as to the type and timing of important

landmark events that one is likely to experience over the
course of his or her life—a life script. Because negative
events are often unpredictable or, when predictable, are not
linked to a narrow age range, the life script is composed
primarily of positive events. When older adults are asked to
recall emotionally positive memories, the script guides the
memory search to late adolescence and early adulthood—
the life period overpopulated with positive scripted events.
Empirical support for the life script hypothesis is extensive.
When college students predict events likely to be recounted
by a prototypical older adult, or when adults recount their
own salient emotional memories, a bump is evident for
positive, but not negative events (e.g., Berntsen & Rubin,
2004). In addition, content analyses of positive bump
period memories identify a high incidence of scripted
transitional events (e.g., Thomsen & Berntsen, 2008).

Although prior studies are consistent with the idea that a
cultural life script guides the retrieval of positive memories,
the supporting evidence is indirect. Positive memories of

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Positive Negative Positive Negative

n 35 49 35 97

Other 31.43% 26.53% 20.00% 12.37%

Career or finance related 22.86% 12.24% 20.00% 8.25%

Proposal or marriage 14.29% 8.16% 5.71% 12.37%

Pregnancy or having child 11.43% 0.00% 0.00% 1.03%

Nonromantic relationship 8.57% 2.04% 17.14% 3.09%

Accomplishment/disappointment 5.71% 2.04% 11.43% 1.03%

Accident or disease 2.86% 10.20% 22.86% 27.84%

Life lesson/character development 2.86% 4.08% 2.86% 1.03%

Other death 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 15.46%

Parent death 0.00% 12.24% 0.00% 11.34%

Victimization or discrimination 0.00% 8.16% 0.00% 6.19%

Table 7 Study 4 unexpected
content categories by bump
period and valence rating

Note. Because the Study 3
predicted categories “spouse
death” and “child death” did not
reach the 3.0% criteria, they
were combined with the
category “other death.” All other
predicted categories not
reaching 3.0% were folded into
the category “other”

Category Bump Period (16–30 Years) Nonbump Period

Positive Negative Positive Negative

n 97 11 83 27

Other 9.28% 27.27% 26.51% 14.81%

Proposal or marriage 26.80% 0.00% 10.84% 14.81%

Pregnancy or having child 24.74% 9.09% 12.05% 0.00%

High school or college transition 11.34% 27.27% 4.82% 0.00%

Accomplishment/disappointment 11.34% 9.09% 10.84% 3.70%

Career or finance related 11.34% 0.00% 13.25% 7.41%

Long trip or vacation 4.12% 0.00% 8.43% 0.00%

Death 1.03% 9.09% 3.61% 40.74%

Accident or disease 0.00% 18.18% 2.41% 11.11%

Celebration or rite 0.00% 0.00% 7.23% 7.41%

Table 6 Study 4 expected
content categories by bump
period and valence rating

Note. Study 3 predicted
categories not reaching the 3.0%
criteria were folded into the
category “other”
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scripted events could be overrepresented in late adolescence
and early adulthood without requiring that a life script
actively direct the retrieval process. For example, events
that achieve cultural landmark status, such as childbirth or
marriage, could elicit high emotions and receive preferen-
tial attention and rehearsal at the time of encoding. The
search for memories years later could be driven by subjec-
tively experienced emotional salience and distinctiveness,
rather than by close adherence to a higher order script.

To clarify the role played by a life script in producing the
reminiscence bump, we examined memories of standard,
surprising, expected, and unexpected events. In Study 1,
college students’ predictions for especially positive and
negative events were consistent with prior research and the
life script hypothesis: A bump was evident for positive, but
not negative, events, and positive bump period event
descriptions predominantly referred to scripted transitions
or landmarks. In Study 2, older adults’ memories showed a
parallel bump for positive memories only, and references to
major cultural landmarks—notably, pregnancy or having a
child and proposal or marriage—were overrepresented in
the bump period.

The distributions of surprising positive predicted events
and memories also demonstrated prominent reminiscence
bumps, and content analyses revealed an overrepresentation
of landmark events (e.g., pregnancy or having a child,
college transition) in the bump compared to nonbump
periods. These results are also consistent with the life script
perspective: A positive emotion cue first guides the
memory search to the period of life overrepresented by
positive events (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004), from which an
individual then searches for an event with a surprising
element.

Prior studies have indicated that the word surprise has a
slightly positive connotation (e.g., Bradley & Lang, 1999).
Studies 3 and 4 more clearly separated expectedness from
emotional valence by asking college students to predict and
older adults to recall highly expected and highly unexpect-
ed events and memories. Participants rated valence only
after providing event descriptions. Two key life script
predictions—that the majority of highly expected events
and memories would be rated positive and that a bump
would be evident for expected positive events and
memories only—were confirmed. Also consistent with life
script predictions, content categories reflecting cultural
landmarks were overrepresented in highly expected bump
period events and memories.

In contrast, our discovery of reminiscence bumps for
unexpected predicted events and actual memories raises
new questions for the life script hypothesis. When predicted
events and memories were separated on the basis of
emotion ratings, distributions of unexpected positive events
and memories showed classic reminiscence bumps, almost

identical in magnitude to the bumps for expected positive
events and memories. In addition, clearly discernable
bumps were evident even for unexpected negative predicted
events and actual memories.

Content analyses of unexpected memories suggest that
nonscripted events frequently populate the bump period.
For unexpected negative memories, “other” is the only
category overrepresented in the bump period. Notably,
pregnancy or having a child, the one content category that
was prominently overrepresented in the bump for students’
predictions of unexpected negative events, is missing
entirely from adults’ actual bump period memories. For
unexpected positive bump period memories, “other” is the
most frequent content category, and it is more prevalent in
the bump than in the nonbump period. The categories
proposal or marriage and pregnancy or having a child are
also overrepresented in the bump period for unexpected
positive memories, even though marriage and having children
are normative scripted events (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004).

In summary, when memories are elicited with an explicit
positive or negative emotion cue, our findings for both
standard and surprising events are consistent with the life
script hypothesis. A request for expected events absent an
emotion cue also produced the predicted pattern of results.
In contrast, finding a reminiscence bump for memories of
unexpected events poses a theoretical challenge. Can the
life script hypothesis be adapted to account for these
findings, or are other explanations necessary?

Support for the life script account comes from the highly
similar temporal distributions of students’ predicted events
and adults’ actual memories for all prompts, including the
request for unexpected events. Students were able to
anticipate not only the prominent bump for positive
unexpected events, but also the smaller bump for negative
unexpected events, suggesting a shared cultural understand-
ing of when unexpected events are likely to occur. Students
also accurately predicted the overrepresentation in adults’
unexpected positive bump period memories of proposal or
marriage and pregnancy or having a child, although the
most frequent adult memory category was “other.” In
contrast, the category pregnancy or having a child,
prominent in students’ predictions of negative unexpected
bump period events, was missing from adults’ actual
memories; the increased frequency of bump period, as
compared with nonbump period, memories was attributable
primarily to an overrepresentation of memories coded as
“other.” Life script theory could potentially account for
these findings if the script contains prescriptions for the
timing of unexpected, as well as expected, events, but not
necessarily their specific content. That is, shared cultural
knowledge could locate unexpected positive events and, to
a lesser extent, negative events in late adolescence and early
adulthood and direct the memory search to this life period.
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But if the cultural script directs the search for both expected
and unexpected events to the same life period, its unique
predictive power is diminished.

Another possibility is that the request for a memory of an
unexpected event activates, rather than bypasses, the life
script for expected events. When people are asked to recall
highly unexpected events, they may think first of highly
expected events and then search for script violations, when
things did not go entirely as expected. Although events like
marriage and childbirth are part of the general life script,
they may also contain unanticipated elements. A memory
search targeting variations from the script could account for
the overrepresentation of unexpected positive bump period
memories relating to pregnancy or having a child and
proposal or marriage. Nevertheless, a majority of unexpected
memories focused on negative outcomes—events that are
not part of the life script. It is unclear why a life script
composed primarily of positive normative events would
be activated by a request for unexpected events only for
a minority of participants. In addition, the life script
hypothesis cannot readily account for the overrepresen-
tation of unexpected bump period memories categorized
as “other.”

A complete explanation for the reminiscence bump may
require a combination of theoretical perspectives. For
example, proponents of a personal identity or self-
narrative perspective emphasize the persistence and height-
ened accessibility of memories relevant to one’s sense of
self and development during the critical transitional period
of late adolescence and early adulthood (e.g., Conway,
2005; Fitzgerald, 1999; Glück & Bluck, 2007). Unexpected
positive and negative events populating the bump period
could play a critical role in an individualized self-narrative,
including the common but idiosyncratic episodes categorized
as “other.”

Another explanation builds on the straightforward idea
that some events of early adolescence and young adulthood
remain highly accessible years after their occurrence
because they possess fundamental qualities known to
enhance memory vividness (e.g., Rubin & Kozin, 1984):
They are subjectively experienced as highly emotional,
important, and distinctive, and as a result, they are
frequently rehearsed. The scripted positive landmark events
of late adolescence and early adulthood are likely to be
accompanied by high emotions, to capture focused atten-
tion, and to be rehearsed regularly in the years that follow.
Marriage, childbirth, and the transition to college are highly
distinctive and eagerly anticipated; they profoundly affect
the life trajectory, and as such, they are frequently thought
about and talked about. When a memory probe instead
targets unexpected occurrences, some events overrepresented
in the bump period may share qualities such as emotionality,
distinctiveness, personal importance, and rehearsal frequency

without requiring an activated cultural life script to guide
their retrieval.

In conclusion, our results provide additional support for the
life script hypothesis but also raise new questions. Future
research is needed to clarify the precise role played by an
activated life script during recall of salient personal events.
Think-aloud protocols, in which older adults describe their
ongoing thoughts as they search for memories, may clarify the
cognitive processes contributing to the reminiscence bump. In
addition, memory content and temporal distributions could be
compared for people who differ in the extent to which their
individualized self-narratives conform to the culturally shared
life script. For example, in the present studies, overrepresented
positive predicted events and actual memories focused primar-
ily on two content categories: proposal or marriage and
pregnancy or having a child. Temporal distributions of
memories for people who are single and childless could be
compared with memories of people who are married with
children to determine whether the bump depends on actual
experiences in particular content domains. Other studies could
selectively activate or prime the life script separately from the
recall task and then observe its impact on memory. New studies
will help to determine whether a shared cultural life script is
necessary to direct the memory search to early adolescence and
young adulthood, or whether a bump is evident even in its
absence, because the remembered events represent signifi-
cant and emotional episodes in personal life narratives.
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